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AMERICAN 
MODERNISM 

! Developed1930s-40s 

! Pragmatic, intuitive, 
less formal approach  
to organizing space 

! Democratic, Capitalist 

! New York City

American Modernism
! Before 1930s, American preference was for  

traditional illustration

Image from http://www.michellehenry.fr/advertus.gif

Burnett’s Vanilla from Good Housekeeping, April 1921

WW1 Publicity

Germany (Central 
Powers)

WW1 Publicity

America (Allied Powers)



“The Roaring Twenties” in America! ☺

American Modernism
! Where modernism design introduced: 
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! Where modernism design introduced: 
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! Promotional and  

corporate graphics

! Tschichold’s  

Elementary Typography

! Futura and Kabel available in USA

! American Modernism 
! 1913   1930s


! After WW1 > The Roaring 20s   
! The Depression (1929 - 39)

! World War 2 (1939 (1941) - 45)

! After the War


! International Typographic Style (Swiss Style)

1920s in America: Magazines & Advertising
! During the 1920s, the professions of graphic designer 

and art director gradually increased in visibility in the 
United States. 

! Someone with the title “art director” –  

often a graphic designer – had general responsibility 
for the design and typography of a given publication, 
although they might not always do the actual  
work themselves. 

!1920s 
!1960s

American ADVERTISING
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! In the 1920s, a number of organizations were founded 

in the U.S. that provided all of the following that helped 
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1920s in America: Magazines & Advertising
! In the 1920s, a number of organizations were founded in 

the U.S. that provided all of the following that helped 
support and define the field.

! lectures 
! exhibitions 
! conferences 

! 1914 > AIGA*

! 1920 > Art Directors’ Club on New York 
! 1927 > Society of Typographic Artists in Chicago

1920s in America: Magazines & Advertising
! Between 1914 and 1929, the annual dollar volume of 

advertising rose from $600,000 to nearly 3 billion 
($3,000,000,000) dollars.


! Newspapers alone carried 2.25 million dollars’ 
worth of advertisements in the  
year 1927.  

! New advertising agencies appeared almost 
monthly,while older operations doubled and  
tripled their staffs.

1920s in America: Magazines & Advertising
! Advertising agencies and mass media publishers, 

became more aware in the 1920s of the unique set of 
skills possessed by art directors. 

! Before the Creative Revolution  
in American advertising in the1960s,  
this is what an art director  
would do if the title was present. 

! After the Creative Revolution,  
the art director and copywriter TEAM  
became the norm for advertising.  

! Therefore, the title of “Art Director” could mean they  
are responsible for directing the visual aspect of creative 
work, and not necessarily an entire team of people.

!1920s

!1960s

American ADVERTISING

! The real “Creative Revolution” in advertising  
occurs in the 1960s, specifically America. 
! (EX: “Think Small” Volkswagen ads; the show Mad Men)

American ADVERTISING American ADVERTISING
! The real “Creative Revolution” in advertising  

occurs in the 1960s, specifically America. 
! (EX: “Think Small” Volkswagen ads; the show Mad Men) 

! Things not starting to be developed until the 1960s:

! The role of the art director + copywriter  

in a creative team  
! The value of a creative department and creative strategy 
! Selling techniques that don’t involve over-explaining

! The soft sell vs. the hard sell 

! The power of a brand vs. its product wont’ be fully 

investigated until the late 20th century.



* back to America  
   and its (late and gradual)  
   acceptance of Modernism…

! Remember, there was a 1913 Armory Show  
that first introduced European Modernism  
to America and IT WAS A COMPLETE FAILURE.  


! It generated a ton of public rejection and protest. 

! America wasn’t ready until the LATE 1930s,  
early 1940s. 

• WW1 1914-1918 > The Roaring Twenties

• Great Depression 1929-1939

• WW2 1939-1945 

•
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Lester Beall
! “In the challenging social and economic environment  

of the Depression Era, he attempted to develop 
strong, direct, and exciting visual forms.   

! Beall understood: 

! Tschichold’s New Typography  

Dada movements random organization, intuitive 
placement of elements, and the use of chance in the 
creative process.” -Meggs

Lester Beall, posters for Rural Electrification Administration, c. 1937

Lester Beall, poster for Rural Electrification Administration, c. 1937 Lester Beall, Hitler's Nightmare, for Crowell Publishing Company, 1939; Cover for What's New, from 
1939-40
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1930s 
! Flight from fascist regime  

of Nazis created one of 
greatest transnational 
migrations of intellectual 
and creative talent  
in history


! Scientists, authors, 
architects, artists, 
designers all left Europe 
for the safe haven of  
North America during  
late 1930s
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greatest transnational 
migrations of intellectual 
and creative talent  
in history


! Scientists, authors, 
architects, artists, 
designers all left Europe 
for the safe haven of  
North America during  
late 1930s

This core group  
are all Russian-born,  
French-educated  
immigrants who worked in  
editorial design for  
fashion magazines: 

! Erté (Romain de Tirtoff)

! Dr. Mehemed Fehmy Agha

! Alexey Brodovitch

! Alexander Liberman

! For all of the following, note the dates.  
Have awareness to whether the publication  
of the work was in relation to the  
Great Depression or World War 2.  

! Much of the highlighted work is after WW2  
with a reinvigorated American economy.
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Erté
! The Russian-born painter Romain de Tirtoff, who called 

himself Erté after the French pronunciation of his initials, 
was one of the foremost fashion and stage designers 
of the early twentieth century. 


! Erté also major contributor to Art Deco

! Also renowned for his illustrations and graphics

! Combined synthetic cubism styles with exotic 

decorativeness, and elegance of high fashion

! Signed to exclusive contract by Harpers Bazaar from 

1924 – 1937 to design covers and fashion illustrations

! (Worked with the magazine before 1924)
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! Also renowned for his illustrations and graphics

! Combined synthetic cubism styles with exotic 

decorativeness, and elegance of high fashion

! Signed to exclusive contract by Harpers Bazaar from 
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! (Worked with the magazine before 1924)

Erté, Harper’s Bazaar cover, 1933 Erté, Harper’s Bazaar cover, 1935 Erté, Harper’s Bazaar cover, 1930s

Erté, Harper’s Bazaar cover, 1935
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Dr. Mehemed Fehmy Agha
! Early in 1929, M. F. Agha came to the United States to 

assume the art direction at Vogue.

! It did not take long before it was clearly evident that  

M. F. Agha was no ordinary art director.

! Whether it was out of deference to his extraordinary 

educational background, or because of his impressive 
personal style or charisma, he was known and 
addressed almost from his first day at the Condé Nast 
command post as Dr. Agha.

http://adcglobal.org/hall-of-fame/m-f-agha/
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Alexey Brodovich, Harper’s Bazaar, 1934

Alexey Brodovitch
! Alexey Brodovitch is remembered today as the art 

director of Harper's Bazaar for nearly a quarter of a 
century (1934-58). 


! But the Russian emigré's influence was much broader 
and more complex than his long tenure at a fashion 
magazine might suggest. 


! He played a crucial role in introducing into the 
United States a radically simplified “modern” 
graphic design style forged in Europe in the 1920s 
from a combination of vanguard movements in art 
and design. 

http://www.aiga.org/MobileSite/Interior.aspx?pageid=44&id=3147 Alexey Brodovich, Harper’s Bazaar magazine covers
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century (1934-58). 
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magazine might suggest. 


! He played a crucial role in introducing into the 
United States a radically simplified “modern” 
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Alexey Brodovitch
! Fascinated with photography, he made it the 

backbone of modern magazine design.

! He fostered the development of an expressionistic, 

almost primal style of picture-taking that became  
the dominant style of photographic practice in  
the 1950s.

http://www.aiga.org/MobileSite/Interior.aspx?pageid=44&id=3147

Alexey Brodovitch
! Inspiration:


! The work of such European artists as  
Man Ray, Salvador Dali, and A.M. Cassandre.


! Photographers Bill Brandt, Brasai, and  
Henri Cartier-Bresson. 


! Through his teaching and influence, he created a 
generation of designers sympathetic to his belief in the 
importance of visual freshness and immediacy. 

http://www.aiga.org/MobileSite/Interior.aspx?pageid=44&id=3147 Alexey Brodovich, directed or inspired
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generation of designers sympathetic to his belief in the 
importance of visual freshness and immediacy. 
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Alexey Brodovich magazine design Alexey Brodovich, Harper’s Bazaar covers, 1940s  
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Alexander Liberman
! American painter, sculptor, and photographer, and one 

of the most influential editors in the United States. 
as editorial director of Condé Nast Publications.

http://www.englisharticles.info/2011/04/17/alexander-liberman/ Alexander Liberman, Vogue cover art, 1945

Alexander Liberman
! Born in Kyiv, Ukraine, Liberman was schooled in 

England and France and studied painting and 
architecture in Paris.


! After moving to New York in 1941 he began working  
for the fashion magazine Vogue, becoming its art 
director in 1943. 

http://www.englisharticles.info/2011/04/17/alexander-liberman/

Alexander Liberman, Vogue cover art; Photographed by Erwin Blumenfeld; Vogue, January 1, 1950

Alexander Liberman
! In 1962 he was appointed editorial director for all  

Condé Nast Publications.  
! Liberman’s bold graphic designs, new departures in 

photojournalism, and use of contemporary artists 
revolutionized the look of  American magazines.

http://www.englisharticles.info/2011/04/17/alexander-liberman/ Alexander Liberman, Vogue cover art; Photographed by Horst P. Horst; Vogue, May 15th, 1941

Alexander Liberman
! In 1962 he was appointed editorial director for all  

Condé Nast Publications.  
! Liberman’s bold graphic designs, new departures in 

photojournalism, and use of contemporary artists 
revolutionized the look of  American magazines.

http://www.englisharticles.info/2011/04/17/alexander-liberman/ Alexander Liberman, Vogue cover art; Illustration by Rene Gruau; Vogue, September 15, 1949 Alexander Liberman, Vogue cover art; Photographed by Erwin Blumenfeld; Vogue, November 1, 
1944



Alexander Liberman, Vogue cover art; Photographed by Clifford Coffin, Vogue, December 1, 1954 http://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/alexander-liberman-a-definitively-modern-man Alexander Liberman, art director; Photographed by Clifford Coffin; Vogue, May 1, 1945

Alexander Liberman, Vogue cover art; Photographed by Horst P. Horst; Vogue, September 1, 1953 Alexander Liberman, art director; Photographed by Irving Penn; Vogue, February 15, 1949 Alexander Liberman, art director; Photographed by Clifford Coffin; Vogue, June 1, 1949

Alexander Liberman, art director; Photographed by Cecil Beaton; Vogue, April 1, 1950
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The Great Depression
! Anyone who had even a little money was extremely lucky.  

! A new home could be bought for less than $3,000. 

! A man's suit cost about $10, a shirt less than 50 cents, 

and a pair of shoes about $4. 

! Milk was 10 cents a quart, a pound of steak only 29 cents, 

and a loaf of bread a nickel. 

! For a dime one could go to the movies, buy a  

nickel bag of popcorn, and even win prizes given away by 
the theater. 


! But not many people who were lucky enough to be  
working had much change to spend after paying rent  
and buying food. 

-https://web.stanford.edu/class/e297c/poverty_prejudice/soc_sec/hgreat.htm



The Great Depression
! To turn to the government, at least during the  

[President Herbert] Hoover years (1929-1933),  
was useless.


! There was no federally financed "safety net" of  
welfare programs to keep the working class from  
falling into poverty.

! Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) – 1930s

! Civil Works Administration – Nov 1933 - Spring 1934

! Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) - 1938

-https://web.stanford.edu/class/e297c/poverty_prejudice/soc_sec/hgreat.htm
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(The Works Progress Administration) in 1935.

WPA (Works Progress Administration)
! As part of The New Deal of FDR (President Franklin D 

Roosevelt), the federal government created the WPA 
(The Works Progress Administration) in 1935.

! Provided direct relief for the unemployed was 

replaced by work opportunities as billions of dollars 
were inserted into the economy as workers hired 
and pay rate set

10:54-11:17

WPA (Works Progress Administration)
! The WPA also enabled actors, musicians, visual artists, 

and writers to continue their professional careers 

! A poster project was included as part of the various 

cultural programs

! While WPA was alive, over 2 million copies of 

approximately 35,000 poster designs were produced 

Works Program Administration posters, 1935-41



Works Program Administration posters, 1935-41 Works Program Administration posters, 1935-41 Works Program Administration posters, 1935-41

WPA (Works Progress Administration)
! Silk-screen printing’s characteristic FLAT color 

combined with influences from the 

! Bauhaus 
! Pictorial modernism  

! Plakastil and Art Deco 
! Constructivism 

! Produced MODERNIST results



! Originated as part of FDR’s The New Deal 

! The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)  
establishes minimum wage, overtime pay (therefore, a 
40-hour work week), youth employment standards, 
and recordkeeping affecting full-time and part-time 
workers in the private sector and in Federal, State, and 
local governments.

! Late 1930s 
! Walter P. Paepke, Chicago industrialist, owner of 

Container Corporation of America (CCA)
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! Pioneered manufacturing of paperboard and 

corrugated-fiber containers

! CCA became national company and nation’s 

largest producer of packaging materials

! Papke was unique among large industrialists –  

he recognized that design could both serve 
pragmatic business purpose AND become 
major cultural thrust on part of corporation 

! Hired Cassandre (other artists also)
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A.M. Cassandre, advertisements for CCA, late 1930s

A.M. Cassandre, advertisements for CCA, late 1930s A.M. Cassandre, advertisements for CCA, late 1930s
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WWII
! World War II was the mightiest struggle humankind has 

ever seen. It killed more people, cost more money, 
damaged more property, affected more people, and 
caused more far-reaching changes in nearly every 
country than any other war in history. The number of 
people killed, wounded, or missing between September 
1939 and September 1945 can never be calculated, but 
it is estimated that more than 55 million (55,000,000) 
people perished.

http://www.u-s-history.com/pages/h1661.html
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WWII
! More than 50 countries took part in the war, and the 

whole world felt its effects.  
! Men fought in almost every part of the world,  

on every continent except Antarctica. 

! Chief battlegrounds included Asia, Europe,  

North Africa, the Atlantic and Pacific oceans,  
and the Mediterranean Sea.

http://www.u-s-history.com/pages/h1661.html

WWII
! War officially began on September 1, 1939,  

when Germany attacked Poland. Germany then 
crushed six countries in three months — Denmark, 
Norway, Belgium, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, and 
France — and proceeded to conquer Yugoslavia  
and Greece. 

! Japan`s plans for expansion in the Far East led it to 
attack Pearl Harbor in December 1941, bringing the 
United States into the war. By early 1942, all major 
countries of the world were involved in the most 
destructive war in history.

http://www.u-s-history.com/pages/h1661.html
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Propaganda Advertising during WW2
! During active American involvement (1941–45) in  

WW2, propaganda was used to increase support for 
the war and commitment to an Allied victory.  

! In 1941, the federal government (U.S.) began to  
develop propaganda posters to promote production, 
commissioning artists and designers to create  
these messages.

https://American_propaganda_during_World_War_II

Propaganda Advertising during WW2
! Patriotism became the central theme of all 

advertising throughout the war, as large scale 
campaigns were launched to:

! Instigate hatred for the enemy

! Rally support for America's allies


! Reduce ugly rumors

! Maintain civilian morale


! Persuaded people to save some of their material so 
that more material could be used for the war effort


! Promote efficiency in factories

https://American_propaganda_during_World_War_II
Ben Shahn, poster for U.S. Office of War Information, 1943
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https://American_propaganda_during_World_War_II
Joseph Binder, poster proposal for U.S. Army Air Corps, 1941
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Propaganda Advertising during WW2
! Patriotism became the central theme of all 

advertising throughout the war, as large scale 
campaigns were launched to: 

! Urged greater public effort for war production. 

! Encouraged self-reliance via “victory gardens”.

! Sold war bonds. 

https://American_propaganda_during_World_War_II



Jean Carlu, poster for the Office of Emergency Management, 1941
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J. Howard Miller, "We Can Do It!” poster, 1942

! One of the most 
famous American 
posters from the war is 
Rosie the Riveter 

! An encouragement to 
the millions of 
American women who 
were needed to fill 
the traditionally male 
jobs now becoming 
vacant with the men  
at war.

Norman Rockwell, Saturday Evening Post, "Rosie the Riveter", May 1943

! The two world wars – 
especially WW2 –  
were important in 
showing the feasibility  
of women holding  
these traditionally  
male jobs. 

Norman Rockwell, Saturday Evening Post, "Rosie the Riveter", May 1943

! After both wars, the 
women employed during 
the war were “sent back to 
the kitchen”. 


! But in the long term,  
women’s crucial 
contribution to wartime 
production helped  
open up a vast  
amount of new career 
opportunities.


! (Hence, Rosie has become  
 a symbol of feminism.)

2000s: Student project about feminism Beyoncé  ☺, 2014



including Herber Matter

! During WWII,  
CCA innovated  
uses for paperboard 
packaging, which 
freed metals and other 
strategic materials  
for war efforts.   

! Also had the 
advertising campaign:


“Paperboard Goes  
to War” 

Herbert Matter, advertisements for CCA, 1940s Herbert Matter, advertisements for CCA, 1940s

• AMERICAN MODERNISM 
•1913  1930s 

• AFTER WW1 > THE ROARING 20S   
• THE DEPRESSION (1929 - 39) 
• WORLD WAR 2 (1939 (1941) - 45) 
• AFTER THE WAR 

• INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHIC STYLE (SWISS STYLE)

After the War

! End of WWII  
was on  
August 15, 1945  
when Japan  
formally surrendered. 

After the War
! CCA


! State Series



Ben Cunningham (artist), Leo Lionni (art director), N.W. Ayer & Son (agency),  
CCA advertisement for Nevada , 1949

CCA “State Series”,  late 1940s CCA “State Series”,  late 1940s

CCA “State Series”,  late 1940s

After the War
! CCA


! State Series

! Great Ideas of Western Man 

! Beginning in Feb. 1950, ideas about liberty,  
justice, human rights conveyed to an audience  
of business leaders, investors, prospective 
employees, molders of public opinion.  

Herbert Bayer, CCA ”Great Ideas” advertisements, 1954 

After the War
! CCA


! State Series

! Great Ideas of Western Man 

! Beginning in Feb. 1950, ideas about liberty,  
justice, human rights conveyed to an audience  
of business leaders, investors, prospective 
employees, molders of public opinion.  


! Campaign ran for over 3 decades with  
157 visual artists creating artwork for  
almost 200 “Great Ideas” ads.

Landau, CCA ”Great Ideas” advertisements



Saul Bass, CCA ”Great Ideas” advertisements CCA ”Great Ideas” advertisements Milton Glaser, CCA ”Great Ideas” advertisements

Milton Glaser, CCA ”Great Ideas” advertisements

After the War
! CCA


! State Series

! Great Ideas of Western Man


! Advertising 
! The economy picked up and advertising  

truly absorbed all of these influences as the 
designers took to these realms

Herbert Matter, advertisement for Knoll Associates, 1948

Herbert Matter, advertisement for Knoll Associates, 1948 Herbert Matter, brochure covers introducing Knoll chair, 1956



Herbert Matter, advertisement for Knoll Associates
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